
Introduction of PitPat

This document is intended for users who are interested in the PitPat App or who
have already downloaded and registered the PitPat software. It will make it easier for
each user to learn more about developers, product descriptions, product features, and
other important information. Due to the rapid update frequency of software products,
some information may be in the old version due to insufficient importance. Therefore,
this document is only for reference and does not serve as guidance for actual use. For
details, please refer to the online functions of the app and perform operations
according to the actual displayed contents.

Download link

https://www.pitpatfitness.com/


Company Introduction

JOYFIT, founded in 2018, is a smart fitness brand committed to building the
world's largest online competition platform and serving hundreds of millions of users.
JOYFIT adheres to the mission of changing competition forms with technology,
adheres to the values of fairness, trust, truth-seeking, and innovation, and takes users
first as its operational philosophy. Joyfit is committed to enabling everyone to launch
an online competition anytime and anywhere and enjoy the charm of competitive
competition through intelligent Internet technology.

App Introduction

PitPat is a smart home fitness brand designed and developed by the JOYFIT team.
It innovates to create the world's first online competition, providing a new form of
exercise for all home fitness users. When users open PitPat, they will enter a new
world of online competitions. All users can train and compete at will, and get rewards
while improving their physical fitness.

It's a new world of training, races, socializing, entertainment, and so on,
satisfying your imagination about the new world of running.

At present, the PitPat App is still in the initial development stage. Some functions
are only available to users who purchase a connected treadmill. Sorry for the
inconvenience caused to you! The PitPat team is working on new features and content
that will be available to non-treadmill users in future releases. You can follow us on
PitPat's social media for updates.



App Registration and Use Guide

If you’re an iPhone user, head over to the App Store and search for PitPat;
Android users should head over to Google Play and search for PitPat.

1. After downloading, install, and click to enter the registration page.
2. Please set your nickname, fill in your usual email address and set your

password as required.
(1) Please note that the bonus will be paid to your account and withdrawn

through your PayPal account. Please keep your login password.
(2) Please try to fill in the real age, which will help the system to provide you

with more accurate course recommendation and race recommendation
(3) If you do not receive the verification code email, please confirm whether

the email account is correct, whether the network connection is normal, or search
in the dustbin; If you do not receive the email within one minute, you can resend
the email or change the email address. If you do not perform the operation, 10
minutes later the system will send an email to invite you to register again, please
check!
3. After you complete registration and login, you can normally use the PitPat

software function and connect to the treadmill to start the experience.

How do I connect to a treadmill using the App?

(1) Register and log in to PitPat, click the treadmill logo on the left of the upper
right corner of the screen, turn on the Bluetooth function as prompted, search for the
device under the condition that the treadmill has been connected to the Internet, and
click the treadmill number. If the treadmill logo is green on the upper left, it indicates
that the connection is successful;

(2) Click on a random race on the home page and join the race according to the
normal process. The system will confirm the PitPat status of the treadmill connection
before the start of the race. If the Pitpat status is not connected, it will search for the
device connection automatically.



App Function

PitPat provides training, fitness, games, races and other features so that all users
can enjoy their passion of sports. Training is only a small part of PitPat, even if it is
more functional than much other popular training software. At its core, PitPat is an
online race where you invite others to race with you. Your field is a treadmill and the
judges are treadmills, including anti-cheating activity trackers and smart modules.

Training

Every runner wants to get something valuable out of training quickly, and that's
what PitPat is all about. If you want to run longer and farther, professional guidance is
essential. Health is the purpose of running, not the cost of running. This is also the
direction that the PitPat team has been striving for: to make everyone in better
physical condition through the competition!



Fitness

When you want to get fit, just switch on the PitPat connected to the treadmill and
get started right away. Without too much preparation, without planning a route,
entering a race, choosing a mileage target and running until the end of the race, fitness
is as simple as that.

Game

During your run, you're like a game character in the PitPat world. You run to get
through the scene, or you collect gold coins, which accumulate in your account, and
maybe you can redeem it for something real, like a speed-dry suit that's better for
running. If you participate in a variety of races, you will accumulate gold coins more
quickly.



Competition

When you want to start a competition offline, there can be a long wait from
registration to entry. At PitPat, as long as you want to participate in a race, you can
step on the treadmill and choose the distance you want to participate. Unknown
opponents can make you more confident and make the race more suspenseful.

Shopping

PitPat App has a built-in mall function. All brands cooperating with PitPat can
display their products in the PitPat Mall section, and PitPat will complete the logistics
delivery. This part of the brand can be sports-related, such as sports equipment, sports
apparel, etc., but also can be for other products, to provide users with more choices.

Socialize
On PitPat, users can communicate and encourage other runners through the

built-in voice system during training and competition. In this process, users can
communicate with each other constantly and become friends with the same interests
gradually and expand their social circle.



Competition Introduction

As an online competition platform, PitPat's core and most interesting feature is
the ability to complete running races online. On PitPat, tens of thousands of people
run and thousands of people race every day. To meet the needs of its users, PitPat
officially organizes hundreds of events each day, divided into four categories: 1VS1
PK Run, Multi-Player Run, Ranking Challenge Run, and Milestone Run. In addition
to the main race, users can also create their own contests and invite strangers or
friends online to participate. In addition, PitPat plans competitions based on festivals
that are more fun to participate in with an unconventional time limit.

1VS1 PK Run

Users can invite their online friends or random strangers to participate in the
1VS1 PK Run, and the authorities will offer certain rewards based on the set distance
of 1 mile, 2 miles, 3 miles, etc.



Multi-Player Run

The range includes 1 mile, 2 miles, and 3 miles. There are hundreds of races per
day, with the top bonus of more than $20, and tens of thousands of people can
compete at the same time.



Ranking Challenge Run

4 times a week, the top 20 players will be challenged by others. When challenged
successfully, the challenger will replace the position and will be re-ranked. Each
successful challenge will be rewarded, and at the end of each week, bonuses will be
awarded according to the final place.



Milestone Run

It is officially organized once a month for a total of 40 miles. Just register before
you run, and you can add up all the miles you ran that day to your total mileage. Each
time you break a mileage point, you get a bonus, and the total mileage you complete
gets the final bonus.



Bonus System

PitPat offers real monetary rewards for participating in PitPat races, which are
funded in part by the brand of treadmill that connects to PitPat and in part by other
PitPat revenues. All monetary rewards must be earned for participating in an online
match and completing the match or corresponding mission. According to the official
calculation, if you insist on participating in the event at PitPat, it will take less than
two months to earn the corresponding purchase price.

When the user enters the competition and wins the ranking, the rewards are
distributed to the user's account automatically. The account is located in ‘Mine’ –
‘More Services’ – ‘Wallet’, click ‘Wallet’ and enter the withdrawal page according
to the process, click "Withdraw" and bind ‘PayPal’ to withdraw money to the
‘PayPal’ account, which is expected to arrive in 3 days.



User Growth

PitPat is not only a running training App, it also has a competition function and a
social function. When you actually use PitPat and get used to it for your daily running
and social activities, you will experience visible growth. PitPat cares about the
physical growth of each individual, as well as the spiritual growth of each individual.
In order to enable more people to fully understand and enjoy the concept of online
races, PitPat will launch the event content cooperation activity. Each user may be
included in the list of official content partners and receive certain rewards, including
various types of coupons, free replacement of updated sports equipment, customized
fitness products, etc. Even a chance to be inducted into the PitPat Hall of Fame, which
will forever be remembered in the history of the PitPat brand!

Information Feedback

PitPat is very willing to listen to the opinions of every user. Since its inception,
many of the team's ideas and business direction have been based on real user feedback.
It is with the support of all users who are willing to offer suggestions that the PitPat
competition platform concept was born. In order for PitPat to grow faster and better,
we hope to receive more feedback from our users. If you are a treadmill user, I hope
you can give suggestions on the functions of the smart treadmill.

If you are a regular user of the training App, you can send us your thoughts on
good courses. We will select some users who come up with some good ideas, and
they will get our products for free for better testing and feedback later.
Email: support@pitpat.fitness




